Our company Enetel Solutions is one of the youngest companies within Roaming Group, and
as such we got an opportunity to play with new ideas, come up with creative solutions, and
add values to the world of information technologies. Teamwork is the way how we do it!
With our team growing each day, we aim to create solutions that will improve IT experience
of the world around us. We are ready to receive and share knowledge with new innovative
people who are devoted and innovative in achieving our mutual goal. If you think you are
ready, step up and join us!

SOFTWARE TEST ENGINEER
We are looking for software test engineers who enjoy work in a collaborative environment
where cross-functional teams work closely together in order to get things done. In our egofree environment talent matters more than title, and the big idea can come from anyone
and anywhere.
You will be able to work in a variety of client settings and platforms and collaborate in a
smart environment where you can bring in your ideas. There is plenty of room to grow at
Enetel Solutions.
What we’d like to see:








Problem solving skills, curious personality and keen interest in following emerging
technologies;
Ability to develop and maintain test plans, test strategies, and test cases while
performing all testing activities including functional, integration, regression,
performance, and stress testing
Ability to log defects in a detailed, understandable and reproducible way, tracking all
assigned defects through to closure and interacting with members of the
development team to resolve discovered defects
Experience with scripting languages (PHP/Python/Ruby/etc.)
Experience implementing Selenium / WebDriver based testing solutions
Experience with source/version control software such as GIT, Mercurial or SVN

It will be considered a distinct advantage if you have:
 Work experience in formal Agile environment
 Experience with CI solutions (Bamboo/ Jenkins / Hudson / Cruise Control)
 Experience using JIRA for issue/bug tracking and management
In return we offer:
 Exciting and friendly environment
 An opportunity to take part in challenging, cutting-edge projects
 Development and career path with excellent career prospects
 Competitive salary plan
 Long term job security
If you see yourself in this position and you meet the requirements please submit your up-todate CV to cv@enetelsolutions.com

